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0. Introduction 
The paper deals with compact c&ego&s (cf. Isbell [17]), i.e. categories d which 
have the property that any functor U : d + 9 preserving all existing colimits of Sp has 
a right adjoint, and with categories called hypercomplere categories which are defined 
to have limits of all those (not necessarily small) diagrams D in Sp for which the 
‘conglomerate’ of natural transfomations dA + D can be indexed by a set for any 
object A of .sd. For Sp having small horn classes this is, of course, the widest notion of a 
diagram for which the existence of a limit in d can be expected. (Lambek’s [19] 
proper diagrams are, in particular, included). If, as Manes [21] did, we call d a 
SAFT-category, provided the sufficient conditions of Freyd’s Special Adjoint 
Functor Theorem are fulfilled, one has the implications 
(SAFT)“P + compact 3 hypercomplete + complete, 
whereas the reverse implications are false or unknown (Theorems 2.2 and 2.5). 
Rattray [24] proved that compactness can be lifted from 2 to each monadic category 
over %‘; for hypercompleteness, this is trivial. In this paper we shall show that 
compactness and hypercompleteness can be lifted along arbitrary semitopological 
functors (cf. [34, 28, 4]), whence one has many examples of categories with this 
property (cf. Theorem 3.7). Cocompactness is not found so often, although, in the 
presence of a generating set and a cogenerating set, compactness, hypercomplete- 
ness, and their duals coincide (cf. Theorem 2.9). In general, neither (finite) 
coproducts nor coequalizers have to exist in d, but there exists an initial object and a 
nice factorization structure (Theorems 2.6 and 3.17). 
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The main results of this paper are derived from two extension theorems for left and 
right adjoints: Let 
A ” -8 
\/ F G 
(1) 
be a commutative ‘co-triangle’ of functors. Then conditions are given, such that right 
(left) adjointness of F, G implies right (left) adjointness of U (cf. Theorems 1.8 and 
3.5). These results contain as special instances the Adjoint Functor Theorems by 
Freyd [6], Isbell [16], Lambek [19], Day [5], Greve-Tholen [9], and Wischnewsky 
[33]. The original interest in such questions arose in the study of logical functors, of 
abstract homotopy theory, or of the categorical formulation of Jacobson’s method to 
get free Lie-algebras (cf. [9]). 
1. Extensions of left adjoints and the Special Adjoint Functor Theorem 
Throughout this section, let diagram (1) be a commutative ‘co-triangle’ of functors 
and let Jci be a class of d-morphisms containing all split monomorphisms 
(=coretractions). We recall some phrases which are used in the following: 
1.1. (Cf. Greve-Tholen [9]). U : d + 93 is said to have weak JU-coimages if every 
U-morphism (A, f : B --* UA) has a factorization f = (Vm)e such that 
(1) m : C + A belongs to &, 
(2) for all commutative squares 
B 
e 
UC 
(2) 
Ub UE 
Un 
with n : D --* E in Jtl there exists an d-morphism ? : C + D with (Ur)e = b. 
1.2. (Cf. Tholen [27].) d is called .U-complete’, if ti is a subcategory of d- 
morphisms such that d has the following limits and ~ti contains each morphism so 
formed: 
(1) pullbacks of Jtl-morphisms, 
(2) large ( = class-indexed) pullbacks of ,H-morphisms with a common codomain. 
U :d + 3 is called M-confinuous, if U preserves these limits. Dual notions: 
8-cocomplete, $-cocontinuous. 
1 Day [S] requires additionally the existence of equalizers which have also to belong to A (cf. 1.7). 
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1.3. If d isJ!-complete, then Jll consists of monomorphisms only (cf. [28, Corollary 
6.41). If, furthermore, U is Jti-continuous, then U has weak Jtl-coimages (as is well 
known). 
1.4. We say that diagram (1) is A-bounded, if there exists a class of G-morphisms 
( Ys, Pe : B + GYB)BEOb3B with the following property:. For every U-morphism 
(0, b : B _* UD) one has an %-morphism y : Ys +X and an Jt-morphism n : D -+ FX 
such that 
(3) 
UD * UFX = GX 
lhl 
is commutative. U : d + 9 is said to be A-bounded, if diagram (1) with F = id and 
G = U is J-bounded. 
1.5. Diagram (1) is always &-bounded, if F and G are (weakly) right adjoint. More 
precisely, for each J! containing the (weak) units of F, (1) is A-bounded. A 
‘bounding class’ of G-morphisms is given by the (weak) units of G. 
1.6. Proposition. Assume 
(1) U has weak JU-coimages, 
(2) diagram (1) is A-bounded. 
Then CJ is weakly right adjoint.* Moreover, if F and G are weakly right adjoint, 
conditions (1) and (2) for some A are necessary for the weak right adjointness of U. 
Proof. Let (Ye, PB : B + GYB)BE~ba be &-bounding. For B being fixed consider a 
weak A-coimage factorization 
PB = (Um)e, e:B+UC. 
(C, e) turns out to be weakly U-universal: Given (D, 6) choose X, n, y as in diagram 
(3). 
B \OB -G/f,=UFY, 
b UC UFY 
ut ,’ / 
. .' 
UD -' Un 
* 
- UFX 
(4) 
2 I.e., there is a class (C,, eB : B+ UC B BKJI,S ) of U-morphisms, such that every L’-morphism 
(0, b : B + UD) factors as ( CJt)eB = b with t : C, + D. 
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Then there is an .c4-morphism t with (Ur)e = b. The additional statement follows 
from 1.5 with JN = d. 
1.7. Remark. U has a left adjoint, if, in the above proof, e : B + UC turns out to be 
U-epimorphic, i.e. (Uu)e = (Uv)e implies u = u for all U, u : C + E. This necessarily 
holds, if the factorizations are constructed by 1.3, and if d has equalizers which are 
preserved by U. Therefore, the Adjoint Functor Theorems obtained by Greve and 
Tholen [9] and Day [5] are corollaries of 1.6. 
The following theorem shows that one can avoid any use of equlizers provided F 
and G have left adjoints. 
1.8. Theorem. In the commutative diagram (l), let F and G have left adjoints. 
Assume that d is Jtl-complete and that the units of F belong to 4 Then U has a left 
adjoint, iff U is JU-continuous. 
Proof. Let F’, G’ be left adjoint to F, G with units y, /3 respectively. Because of 1.3 
and 1.6 it suffices to show that e : B + UC of diagram (4) is U-epimorphic (cf. 1.7) 
where now Ys = G’B holds. There are unique morphisms z : G’B + F’C and 
w : F’C + G’B with (Gz)@B) = (UyC)e and (Fw)(yC) = m. The equation wz = 1 
easily follows. Therefore, I is a split monomorphism, hence Fz EJ?. We get a 
t : C -* FG’B with (Fz)t = yC. From 
(Fzw)(yC) = (Fzwz)t = (Fz)t = yC 
now zw = 1 follows. Assume (Uu)e = (Un)e with U, u : C + E in d. One then gets 
(G(F’u)z)(PB) = (G(F’u)z)(@), 
hence F’u = F’u and (yE)u = (yE)u. Since yE is manic we have u = u. 
6 
BB -GG'B=UFG'B 
UC ’ 4FF'C 
UYC 
uu uv UFF'u UFF'v 
/I *r 
UE UYE -UFF'E 
(5) 
1.9. Let d have small horn classes. A subset $J c Ob d is called Jtl-cogenerating, if all 
products 
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exist in d where Xc, C E 9, are arbitrary sets, and if for all A E Ob d the canonical 
morphism 
A+l-l l-I C 
CE%S?(A.C') 
belongs to Jtl. Obviously 9 is JU-cogenerating, if and only if the contravariant functor 
d --, (8ns9)“P 
A ++ (&A, C)),,, 
has a right adjoint F such that all units belong to .&. 
Now application of 1.8 yields immediately the following version of the Special 
Adjoint Functor Theorem (under very weak hypotheses): 
1.10. Corollary (Freyd [6], Isbell 1161, Wischnewsky [33]), Let.& be a category such 
that 
(1) d is Jtl-complete, 
(2) d contains an Jtl-cogenerating set. 
Then each functor U : .d --, 93 into a category 9 with small horn-classes3 has a left 
adjoint, if and only if U is &-continuous and preserves all products whose existence is 
guaranteed by condition (2). 
1.11. Remarks. (1) Condition (2) implies that d is $-cowellpowered where $ = Jf’ 
(cf. [28]) is the class of all d-epimorphisms which are orthogonal to JU (this can be 
proved as in Pareigis [23,2.10, Lemma 11). Because Op is cocomplete if condition (1) 
also holds, d is $-cocomplete. We shall show in 2.6 that, in fact, d is $-cocomplete 
for any suitable class %, in particular for the class of all d-epimorphisms. 
(2) For a discussion of the essentiality of the sufficient conditions of the Special 
Adjoint Functor Theorems, the interested reader is referred to Isbell [ 161. We add to 
his list the following counterexample which shows that 1.10 becomes wrong if 93 fails 
to have small horn-classes. We give an example in the dual situation with d being the 
category of sets: 
1.12. (Essentiality of small horn classes.) The objects of 9 are given by all sets and 
one fixed proper class K (for the sake of legitimacy choose a suitable codification). 
Define 
a(A,B)= 0 
i 
all mappings A -P B, ifA#K, 
ifA=K,B#K, 
{i&J ifA=B=K. 
Let U : ‘8ns + 93 be the full embedding. U has no right adjoint. To see this, assume 
the existence of a couniversal arrow m :X + K, X being a set. Then there is a k E K, 
3 If suffices that, for all A E Ob d, BE Ob 3. the horn-classes 93(B, UA) are sets. 
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ka m[X], and the inclusion mapping {k} L, K does not factorize over m. On the 
other hand, U preserves each (possibly large) colimit in 55~s. Namely, if A : H + AL 
with H : $3 --, 5%~ is a colimit one first observes that it is constructed as in the small 
case: Consider the class M = ((0, x) 1 D E Ob 9, x E HD} and let - be the smallest 
equivalence relation on M such that (0, x) - (D’,(Hd)(x)) for all d : D + D’ in 9. 
Now the mapping 1: M + L with I(D, x) = (AD)(x) has the property 
(D, x) - (D’, x’) implies I@, x) = I@‘, x’). 
Hence there is a mapping e : IV/- + L with I= ep with p :M *Ml- being the 
projection. We show that e is injective. Assume I(&, x0) = f(Di, xi), but ~(Do, XC,) f 
p(Di, xi). Then there is a natural transformation cp :If -, A{O, 1) defined by 
1 
W)(x) = { o 
for P, x) - 0, xl), 
else 
One gets a mapping f : L -* (0, 1) with cc = (Af)A, and this implies 
0 = (cp~o)(xo) =WMXl) = 1. 
So e’ is injective, and because of this M/- is small. Therefore, we can assume 
L = M/- and (AD)(x) =p(D, x). It remains to show that (L, A) is a colimit in 93. It 
suffices to prove that each natural transformation K : H + AK factorizes as (Ah)A = K, 
h : L + K. The mapping m : M --, K with m (0, x) = (KD)(x) has the property 
(D, x) - (D’, x’) implies m (D, x) = m (D’, x’), 
whence m factorizes over p. Therefore the image m[M] is small, and K can be 
restricted to a natural transformation R :H * Am[M] in 8ns which factorizes as 
(A&A = Z. Take h = jL with j being the inclusion mapping. 
2. Compact and hypercomplete categories 
2.1. (1) A functor U : d + 93 which preserves all existing (possibly large) limits is 
called hypercontinuous.4 Dual notion: hypercocontinuous. 
(2) Isbell [17] called a category d with small horn-classes cocompacr, if any 
hypercontinuous functor d + 8ns is representable. Dual notion: compact. 
Obviously one has: d is cocompact, if and only if any hypercontinuous functor 
U : d + W into a category with small horn-classes has a left adjoint. 
We therefore have: 
2.2. Theorem. If&satisfies thesuficientconditions (1) and (2) of theSpecialAdjoint 
Functor Theorem 1.10, then d is cocompact. The reverse implication is false; more 
’ This means supercontinuous in the sense of Ulmer [30]. 
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precisely, whatever the class & of &-monomorphisms is, neither condition (1) nor (2) 
follows from the cocompactness of d. Even (small) completeness does not follow. 
Proof. The first assertion is clear. That condition (1) (even if d is complete!) and 
completeness do not follow from cocompactness, is proved by the examples 3.14 and 
3.15 below. Therefore, it remains to construct an example of a cocompact category 
which does not contain a cogenerating set: 
Let 9 be as in 1.12 and define V to be the comma category 
v = (a, K)OP, 
i.e. objects of V are mappings a : A + K into the proper class K where either A = K 
and a = idK or A is a set and a is an arbitrary mapping. A morphism f from 
(a : A + K) to (b : B + K) is given by a mapping f: B + A with af = 6. It is easily 
checked that W has small horn-classes and that, for each (a : A + K) E Ob %,.one has a 
representation 
(a:A+K)= n ({a(x)}*K) 
XEA 
in V. Therefore, in order to prove representability of a given hypercontinuous 
functor U : %’ --* %s it suffices to show the existence of a V-object a : A -+ K with 
card U({k} L, K) = card %?((a :A + K), ({k} q K)) 
for all k E K. To see this we distinguish two cases. 
Case I. L = {k,E KIU({k}yK) # 0) is a set. Then A = {(k, x)lk E K, 
x E U({k} L* K)} is also a set. Define a :A + K by a(k, x) = k. For all k E K we then 
have a bijection 
mk : U({k)L+K)-* %((a :A -, K), ({k}qK)), 
where mk(x) is defined by its underlying %morphism 
{k) q A, kw(k, x). 
Case II. L is a proper class. Then 
(idK:K-,K)= fl ({k}-*K) 
keL 
easily follows, whence one has 
in %‘ns. By definition of L, an axiom of choice for classes gives U(idK : K + K) # 0. 
Since V((idK : K + K),({k} L, K)) # 0 for all k E K, it follows that U({k} L, K) Z 0 for 
all k E K, i.e. L = K. One easily checks 
(idK:K+K)x(idK:K+K)=(idK:K+K) 
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in %‘, and hence, by continuity of Cr, one gets card U(idK : K -+ K) = 1. Therefore, we 
have 
card U({k} L, K) = 1 = card %‘((idK :K -* K),({k} - K)) for all k E K. 
In both cases, U turns out to be representable, such that % is cocompact. To see 
that there is no cogenerating set in V is much easier: For each k E K consider 
wk : (0, l}+ K with wk(O) = W,‘(l) = k. As one has two different V-morphisms %k, 
yk : (wk : (0, l}+ K)+ ({k} c, K), there tTUt be a %-object ok :Ak -, K in any 
cogenerating set such that there is a %-morphism zk : (ak : Ak --, K) + (wk : (0, l}-, K) 
with XL,?,‘ # ykzk. In particular, it follows that Al, # 0, and hence Uk[Ak]=(k). 
Therefore, all Ak, k E K, are different, and this contradicts the set condition. 
2.3. Remarks. There is another well known sufficient criterion for (co)compactness 
of categories (cf. Isbell [16, Theorem 3.121): 
A complete category d with small horn-classes which contains a small fullsubcate- 
gory % such that d is the limit closure of Ce in d is cocompact. This holds in particular, if 
‘t: is codense. 
For the latter a proof can be found in Lambek [19, Proposition 7.11 and Tholen 
[27, Korollar 141. The above criterion is not used in the following. We shall always 
derive (co)compactness from 2.2 and the following heriditariness theorems the most 
important of which is proved in the next section: 
(1) Andre [2] showed that if d is (co)compact, then so is the functor category 
[%, ~$1 for any small category %. 
(2) Rattray [24] proved that if P : d-, 2’ is monadic and %’ is compact, so is &. In 
particular, compactness is heriditary under full reflective subcategories; this also 
follows from: 
(3) If P : I --* 2 is semitopological [4, 28, 341 and 5? is compact, so is d : Cf. 3.7 
below. 
(4) By (1) and (2) it follows that all locally presentable categories in the sense of 
Gabriel-Ulmer [8] are compact. More generally, this follows for the functor cate- 
gories considered by Freyd-Kelly [7]. 
In the rest of this section we investigate (co)completeness properties of 
(co)compact categories. 
2.4. (1) A functor H : 9 + .FZ is called admissible, if for all A E Ob d the 
conglomerate’ Nat(H, AA) of all functorial morphisms H --, AA can be indexed by a 
set, i.e. there is a bijection 
KA : fiA --, Nat(H, AA) 
with fiA being a set. Obviously H becomes a functor d + ‘&rs by means of the 
commutative diagram (6). 
’ Formally we are working within three universes: sets, classes, conglomerates. The referee com- 
mented that, if all our categories are classes, we have no cause to go beyond classes. 
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KIA “A - Nat( H ,ilA) 
Af 
I I 
Nat( H ,Af) (6) 
-1 
FIB -B -Nat(H,AB) 
It is clear, that H is admissible, if 9 is small or if a colimit of H exists in &, provided d 
has small horn-classes. 
(2) A category Sp with small horn-classes is called hypercocomplefe, if any admis- 
sible functor H : 9 + d has a colimit in &. Dual notion: hypercomplere. 
2.5. Theorem. A cocompact category is hypercocomplete. 
Proof. For each admissible functor H : 9 + d the functor Z-? :d + %s is hypercon- 
tinuous, since 2 behaves like a horn-functor (i.e. the proof is completely analogous 
to the proof in the horn-functor case). Since Sp is cocompact, H is representable, i.e. 
there exists A E Ob Sp such that 
&(A, -) = k = Nat(H, d-). 
But this implies immediately that H has a colimit in d. 
Problem. Is the reverse implication false? 
2.6. Theorem. A hypercocomplete category d is 8-cocomplete for any subcategory 8 
of d-epimorphisms containing all coequalizers such that pushouts and large cointer- 
sections of Se-morphisms belong to %‘. The reverse implication is false. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the first assertion for 8 being the whole class of 
epimorphisms. Since d is cocomplete it remains to show the existence of large 
cointersections. But the diagram (ei : A + At)t is admissible, if all ei are epimor- 
phisms. Namely for-all B E Ob d one has an injection 
{(P, Pi)r I (A ’ B) = (A -L Ai ‘-B)}+d(A, I?). 
(p, Pi)“P 
The second assertion is trivial. For instance the category of (nonvoid) connected 
spaces admits all connected colimits and is cowellpowered, but fails to have any 
(nontrivial) coproducts. Hence it is 8-cocomplete for all possible 8’s, but not finitely 
(!) cocomplete. 
2.7. Corollary. Let Op be hypercocomplete. Then, for any 8 as in 2.6, d is an 
orthogonal (8, &)-category (cf, [28]) where Jll consists of mono-cones only. 
Proof: See [28,6.5 and 7.31. 
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By 2.7 and by application of the result stated in [4] and [14], one obtains the 
equivalence of conditions (i)-(iii) below. 
2.8. Corollary. For a hypercocomplete category d and a functoor U :d-* $23 the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) U is topologically algebraic. 
(ii) U is semitopological, 
(iii) U is faithful and has a left adjoint. 
If Sp is cocompact and 83 has small horn-classes, condition 
(iv) U is faithful and hypercontinuous 
is also equivalent to (i)-(iii). 
If the hypercocomplete category d contains a generating set, one has, by 2.8, a 
semitopological functor into some power of 8ns. Since semitopological functors lift 
compactness (cf. 3.7), d is compact and, in particular, hypercomplete. This result 
follows also directly from 2.6: d is 8-cocomplete with 8 being the class of 
d-epimorphisms, hence compact by 2.2 Therefore we have: 
2.9. Theorem. Let d have a generating set and a cogenerating set. The following 
statements then are equivalent: 
(i) 54 is compact. 
(ii) d is cocompact. 
(iii) d is hypercomplete. 
(iv) d is hypercocomplete. 
Proof. (i) 9 (iii): See 2.5. (iii) 3 (ii): As outlined above. (ii) 3 (iv) 3 (i): Dually. 
2.10. Remark. Within all categories d satisfying the assumptions and the 
equivalent conditions of 2.9, Isbell [17, Theorem 1.41 has characterized those with 
the following property: Each (small) continuous functor d -, %ns is representable. 
3. Extension of right adjoints and lifting properties 
Again we consider the (Cat, %)-morphism diagram (1). In order to construct a 
right adjoint of U : d + W one has the following well known ‘Formal Criterion for 
Adjointness’ (cf. BCnabou [3], MacLane [20]): 
3.1. U has a right adjoint, if and only if 
(1) U is hypercocontinuous, 
(2) for all B E Ob 3 the colimit of the canonical functor 
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exists in Sp. Here (U, B) denotes the comma category of all U-comorphisms 
(A,b:UA+B). 
In the presence of diagram (l), for all B E Ob 93, one has a functor 
Fs:(GB)+(U,B) 
(X 6)-,(FX b). 
3.2. Lemma. Let F have a right adjoint. Then, for all B E Ob B, Fs has a right 
adjoint, too. 
Proof. Let us assume F Y P. For all (A, b)~ Ob(U, B) we have 
Ps(A, b) := (PA, b(U&A))E Ob(G, B) *and eA : FsPB(A, b)+ (A, b) in (0, B), 
which turns out to have the desired couniversal property as visualized by the 
following diagrams: 
F&W) 
UFPA latEA -UA 
b (7) 
C 
The following is well known: 
3.3. A functor E : 4 +$ is called final, if for each J E Ob f the comma-category 
(J, E) is nonempty and connected. In this case, for any functor D :f + 4 colim D 
exists if and only if colim DE exists. If one of these colimits exists, the canonical 
morphism 
colim DE + colim D 
is an isomorphism. 
3.4. A functor P : d --, 22’ detects (large) colimits, if for any functor D :f + d such 
that colim PD exists in 8 also colim D exists in 8. Dual notion: detects limits. 
3.5. Theorem. In the commutative diagram (l), let F and G have right adjoints. 
Assume that the right adjoint of F detects colimits. Then U has a right adjoint iff U is 
hypercocontinuous. 
Proof. Let B be a B-object and let PB be the right adjoint of FB as constructed in 
3.2. With QB and Re being canonical, one has the following commutative square of 
functors: 
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(UJ) 
Ql3 -A 
pB 
I I 
P 
(G,B) RB -X 
(8) 
Since G has a right adjoint, RB has a colimit in Zby 3.1. Since Ps has a left adjoint, 
Ps is in particular final. Because of 3.3, colim RBPu = colim PQB exists. Finally, 
since P detects colimits, colim QB exists. Hence, by 3.1, U has a right adjoint, iff U is 
hypercontinuous. 
3.6. Corollary. Let P:d+ 2 have a left adjoint. Assume that d has small hom- 
classes and P detects colimits. Then, if Z is compact, so is d. 
Proof. Let F be left adjoint to P, and let U : d + 93 be hypercocontinuous, $% with 
small horn-classes. Then G = UF is hypercocontinuous, whence has a right adjoint. 
By 3.5, U has a right adjoint, too. 
Since semitopological functors detect colimits (cf. [28, Lemma 2.81) we have: 
3.7. Theorem. Let P : d + 2 be semitopological. Then, if 22’ is compact, so is d 
Semitopological functors also lift hypercompleteness. As in the case of compact- 
ness we first prove a more general result. 
3.8. Proposition. Let P :d -, 2’ have a left adjoint. Assume that d has small 
horn-classes and P detects limits. Then, if 2? is hypercomplete, so is Sp. 
Proof. Let H : ‘3 -, I be a diagram such that, for all A E Ob &, Nat(AA, H) can be 
indexed by a set. It suffices to show that, for each X E Ob %‘, Nat(AX, PH) can be 
indexed by a set. This is obvious because of 
Nat(AX, PH) = Nat(AFX, H) 
where F is the left adjoint of P. 
3.9. Remark. In the case Z= %rs, 3.8 can be more generally obtained for 
representable functors. Namely, for P = &(A,-), one has a natural injection 
Nat(AX, PH) -, fl Nat(AA, H) 
X 
for each set X. 
Since semitopological functors detect limits (cf. [28, Lemma 2.4]), one gets: 
3.10. Corollary. Let P: d+ 22” be semitopological. Then, if 2’ is hypercomplete, 
so is Sp. 
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We conclude this section with some counterexamples which show that cocom- 
pactness and hypercocompleteness are not lifted by semitopological functors. 
3.11. Monadic categories over Zpns need not be cocompact, not even hypercocomplete. 
As Isbell [17] did, one cosiders simple groups G, for each cardinal a, such that 
card G, <card GD for CY < p. It is clear that the G, form an admissable (discrete) 
diagram in ?+p, but their coproduct does not exist. 
3.12. (E’, JO-topological categories over %‘ns (cf. Herrlich [12]) need not be cocom- 
pact, not even hypercocomplete. More precisely, any full subcategory d of Top 
containing all regular To-spaces and consisting of Ti-spaces only is not hyper- 
cocomplete. Herrlich [ 1 l] proved, that for each cardinal cy there is a regular To-space 
X, with at least two points such that for each Ti-space Y with card Y CCY, each 
mapping X, + Y is constant. That is why each source of constant mappings c, : 1 + 
X, forms an admissible diagram in &. Assume that its colimit exists in J&!, say 
A, :X,, + L. With (~0 being fixed, consider g, :X, --,X_, with g,, = id and g, being 
constant otherwise, such that g,c, = c_. One gets a mapping k : L +X,, with 
kh,, = id, whence card L 2 card X,, > (~0. By this example we have also proved the 
following statement: 
3.13. Epireflective subcategories of compact cocompact categories need not be hyper- 
cocomplete. 
In 3.11-3.13 all categories are compact, cocomplete and 8-cocomplete. The latter 
does not follow from the first two properties: 
3.14. Cocomplete compact categories need not be 8-cocomplete. Isbell [17, 2.81 
constructed a complete cocompact category d which is not &,-complete with &, 
being the class of all extremal monomorphisms. If there would exist another A 
containing all equalizers of d such that Sp is &-complete, one then would have 
J&C JCI, and hence &-completeness. 
In 3.11-3.14 all categories are compact and cocomplete. The latter does not follow 
from compactness: 
3.15. Compact categories need not have coequalizers. Adlmak [l] constructed a 
noncocomplete monadic category d over a category of graphs. Since the latter 
admits a semitopological functor into %zs, by 3.7 d is compact, but fails to have 
coequalizers. 
3.16 Hypercomplete categories need not have finite coproducts. The category of 
complete lattices is hypercomplete by 3.9, but fails to have finite coproducts by a 
well-known result of Hales [lo]. We do not know whether this category is compact. 
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Besides Theorem 2.9, we have only one positive result concerning the existence of 
colimits in hypercomplete categories: 
3.17. Proposition. A hypercomplete category has an initial object, i.e. a colimit of the 
empty diagram. 
Proof. Since an initial object can be equivalently described to be the limit of 
id : d + a?, it suffices to prove that for each A E Ob d Nat(AA, id) can be indexed by a 
set. But one has in fact an injection 
Nat(AA, id) +&(A, A), 
(P+‘QA 
because, for any f : A + B, one has QB = f (VA). Therefore, for Q, t+b with QA = +A, 
QB = (QBHQA) = (QW~A) = CLB 
follows for all B E Ob $3. 
4. Application to monoidal categories and categories of functors 
As applications of the theorems tated above we will give some corollaries, the first 
of which contains results of several papers (cf. Herrlich [13], Nel[22], Wischnewsky 
[33, 341, and Wolff [35]): 
4.1. Theorem. Let P : d + B’be a semitopological functor over a compact category 2’. 
Then a monoidal structure (~$0, I) on ~4 is closed, if and only if A @ -, A E Ob ~4, is 
hypercocontinuous. In particular, Op is Cartesian closed, if and only if A x -, A E Ob &, 
is hypercocontinuous. 
Proof. By 3.7, compactness is lifted from %’ to d. Therefore the assertions follow by 
the definition of compactness. 
4.2. Corollary. Let P: i;Q+ SC? be a semitopological functor over a well-bounded 
category (cf. Wischnewsky [32]) or, more specially, over a locally presentable category. 
Then a monoidal structure (~$0, I) on d is closed, if and only if A 0 -, A E Ob ~2, is 
hypercocontinuous. 
Let % be a small category and let 2 be a set of colimits in ‘%. A functor J : % + %’ is 
called Scocontinuous, if J preserves all colimits in 2. The full subcategory of [Q, %] 
consisting of all X-cocontinuous functors is denoted by CCI[“&, %I. Let now ?Z be 
locally presentable, hence compact. Now let P : I -, Vi’ be semitopological such that 
[Q, P] admits a restriction to a functor 
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(for instance, if P is topological or if P is the inclusion functor of a reflective and 
coretlective full subcategory). This functor is again semitopological, such that 
Ccx[%, ti] is compact. Since the inclusion functor 
is always hypercocontinuous, we have proved: 
4.3. Corollary. Under the above assumptions, Ccx[%, SQ] is a full corejlective sub- 
category of [Q, d]. 
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